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Understanding Why Root Economic Entity Cannot be Detected 

By 

Charles Hoffman, CPA (charleshoffman@olywa.net) 

March 15, 2014 

This document is a collection of information about why the root economic entity or “entity of focus” or 

“default legal entity” was not discoverable within SEC XBRL financial flings. 

* * * 

More importantly, this document summarizes a thought process for understanding the dynamics of what 

makes SEC XBRL financial filings usable by automated processes and what makes them unusable. 

The goal is system equilibrium, for the system to be in balance.  There are three things which impact the 

system: 

1. The SEC XBRL financial filing. 

2. The business rules. 

3. The software algorithm which reads the SEC XBRL financial filing. 

There is some process and there is some set of process rules which work together as a system to offer 

automated reuse of financial information reported by SEC XBRL financial filings.  Adjusting the rules of 

this process, adjusting SEC XBRL financial filings, or by adjusting software algorithms would yield 100.0% 

passing scores for each processing step category and arguably a system which provides safe, reliable, 

predictable, automated reuse of reported financial information. 

* * * 

Financial reports provide information related to an economic entity or accounting entity.  Additional 

financial information may be provided, but the economic entity or accounting entity which is reporting 

the information should be identifiable. 

The following is a summary of reasons why the root economic entity or entity of focus or default legal 

entity could not be unambiguously identified: 
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# Reason Count Correction 

1 Successor member not root 

member (dimension-default); used 

Scenario [Axis] 

#7, #8, #9, #11, #20, 

#25, #30, #35, #40, 

#41, #43, #48, #51, 

#52 (total 14) 

Unknown 

2 Successor member not root 

member (dimension-default); used 

Legal Entity [Axis] 

#37 (total 1) Scenario [Axis] should likely be used 

to be consistent with others. 

3 Error relates to current balance 

sheet date not being discovered 

rather than root entity (date 

inconsistency) 

#1, #6, #12, #14, #16, 

#19, #27, #28, #34, 

#36, #44, #46, #47, 

#49 (total 14) 

Software algorithm should be 

corrected to identify this 

inconsistency; Filer needs to correct 

inconsistency in submission. 

4 Not really an error, zeros reported 

for all balance sheet fundamental 

accounting concepts or missing 

line items 

#2, #3, #5, #10, #13, 

#15, #21, #24, #26, 

#29, #39 (total 11) 

Software algorithm should be 

corrected 

5 Inappropriate extension concepts #4 (total 1) Filer should use proper US GAAP 

XBRL Taxonomy concepts. 

6 Parent holding company #17, #18, #22, #23 

(total 4) 

Unknown 

7 Inappropriate concept, Statement 

of Net Assets  

#31, #32, #33 (total 3) Filer should use appropriate concept 

8 Used “Audited member” on 

Scenario Axis 

#38 (total 1) Unknown 

9 Use of “Restatement Adjustment 

[Member]” on Scenario Axis 

#42 (total 1) Unknown 

10 Created Member of Legal Entity 

[Axis] to express entity, did not use 

dei:EntityDomain 

#45, #50 (total 2) Filer likely should have used 

dei:EntityDomain to articulate 

economic entity 

 

 

The details are provided below: 
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#1: ACCELERA INNOVATIONS, INC. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1444144/000107997413000184/accel-20121231.xml 
 

 

 
Inability to discover root entity is really inability to discover current balance sheet date unambiguously. 
Also contributing to false error is zero balances for all key balance sheet items. 
 
In addition, the filer used Q4 rather than FY for the Document Fiscal Period Focus.  (Has nothing to do 
with discovering root entity; but this is incorrect.)  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1444144/000107997413000184/accel-20121231.xml
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#2: Accelerated Acquisition XVII, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1534629/000107997413000817/aaxvii-20130930.xml 
 

 
Not an error.  Caused by current assets not being reported, total assets of zero, total equity of zero, and 
liabilities and equity not being reported.  It just appears that no balance sheet information was 
detected.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1534629/000107997413000817/aaxvii-20130930.xml
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#3: AERVISION HOLDINGS, INC. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1542625/000107997413000361/aaxxii-20130331.xml 
 

 
Not an error, all fundamental accounting concepts on balance sheet are zero. 
 
NOTE that the line item “Total assets” is the concept “us-gaap:AssetsCurrent” rather than “us-
gaap:Assets”.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1542625/000107997413000361/aaxxii-20130331.xml
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#4: ALLIED DEFENSE GROUP INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/3952/000119312513133946/adgi-20121231.xml 
 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/3952/000119312513133946/adgi-20121231.xml
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#5: APEX 7, Inc.  
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1566039/000126246313000118/apex-20121231.xml 
 

 
Not an error, all fundamental accounting concepts on balance sheet are zero. 
  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1566039/000126246313000118/apex-20121231.xml
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#6: AZZURRA HOLDING CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/935493/000141588913000512/azzurra-20121231.xml 

 

 
 
Note totals for “Total current assets and total assets” and “Total current liabilities and total liabilities”.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/935493/000141588913000512/azzurra-20121231.xml
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#7: BNSF RAILWAY CO 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/15511/000001551113000005/bni-20121231.xml 

 

 

Successor member used but not as root member, used on Scenario [Axis] as compared to Legal Entity 

[Axis].  
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#8: BURLINGTON NORTHERN SANTA FE, LLC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/934612/000093461213000003/bni-20121231.xml 

 

 

Successor member used but not as root member, used on Scenario [Axis] as compared to Legal Entity 

[Axis].  
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#9: Centaur Guernsey L.P. Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1557939/000155793913000004/kci-20121231.xml 

 

 

Note that the member “Scenario, Unspecified [Domain]” is in the model representation but not used in 

the actual balance sheet.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1557939/000155793913000004/kci-20121231.xml
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#10: China Herb Group Holdings Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499785/000154972713000073/chgh-20121231.xml 

 

Fundamental accounting concepts not reported or reported as zero. 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499785/000154972713000073/chgh-20121231.xml
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#11: Crescent Financial Bancshares, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1143921/000114392113000013/crfn-20121231.xml  

 

 

Appears to be using members to express the successor/predecessor information twice, once with legal 

entity axis, and again with scenario axis. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1143921/000114392113000013/crfn-20121231.xml
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#12: Fona, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/884363/000155335013000061/fnam-20121231.xml 

 

 

Note that line items where provided for BOTH current assets and total assets; current liabilities and total 
liabilities; even though the values were the same. Contrast that to #6.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/884363/000155335013000061/fnam-20121231.xml
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#13: Health in Harmony, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1508363/000114420413015010/hthh-20121031.xml 

 

Not an error, fundamental accounting concepts are zero. 

Note total current assets and total assets are all reported even though values are zero.  Same with 

current liabilities. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1508363/000114420413015010/hthh-20121031.xml
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#14: Home Treasure Finders, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1527102/000107997413000157/hmtf-20121231.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1527102/000107997413000157/hmtf-20121231.xml
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#15: INFINITY REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1534628/000107997413000816/aaxvi-20130930.xml 

 

Not really an error, fundamental accounting concepts for balance sheet are zero. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1534628/000107997413000816/aaxvi-20130930.xml
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#16: INTERNATIONAL GAME TECHNOLOGY 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/353944/000114036113044231/igt-20130928.xml 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/353944/000114036113044231/igt-20130928.xml
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#17: iPayment, Inc.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1140184/000136465213000008/ipmt-20121231.xml 

 

 

Seems like neither the “Entity [Domain]” IS NECESSARY to differentiate the parent holding company and 

the INC.  However, the “Scenario, Unspecified [Domain]” seems necessary and if the filer just used 

“Parent Company [Member]” and “Successor [Member]” then (a) the root entity would have been 

discovered, (b) the rendering would be vastly easier to understand (c) the intersections with deferred 

taxes, PPE, and stockholders equity world work correctly. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1140184/000136465213000008/ipmt-20121231.xml
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1140184/000136465213000008/0001364652-13-000008-

index.htm 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1140184/000136465213000008/0001364652-13-000008-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1140184/000136465213000008/0001364652-13-000008-index.htm
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Note the empty columns which relate to a Member represented as part of an [Axis] but not used to 

report information.  Some stray values are added by the rendering engine but come from other areas of 

the financial report.  
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#18: LEGG MASON, INC.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/704051/000070405113000094/lm-20130331.xml 

 

 

It seems like these financials are for the parent holding company.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/704051/000070405113000094/lm-20130331.xml
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#19: LIBERTY ENERGY CORP. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1372336/000146970913000674/lbye-20130731.xml 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1372336/000146970913000674/lbye-20130731.xml
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#20: LRI HOLDINGS, INC.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1383875/000138387513000023/lgns-20130728.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1383875/000138387513000023/lgns-20130728.xml
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#21: Malaysia Pro-Guardians Security Management Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1510949/000154972713000079/mpgs-20121231.xml 

 

Values were not reported.  Likely should have reported zeros as that is what the balance of each of 

these facts is. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1510949/000154972713000079/mpgs-20121231.xml
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#22: MAN AHL DIVERSIFIED I LP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1052354/000119312513136605/madl-20121231.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1052354/000119312513136605/madl-20121231.xml
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#23: MISSISSIPPI POWER CO  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/66904/000006690413000007/so-20121231.xml 

 

 

Parent holding company. 

The Debt Instruments [Axis] does not really hurt anything really, but it likewise helps nothing and does 

not belong on the balance sheet.  Only filer I have ever seen who puts this Axis on the balance sheet. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/66904/000006690413000007/so-20121231.xml
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#24: Nevada Health Scan, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1508348/000150441213000487/nhsi-20130930.xml  

 

 

Did not report fact values. Seems like ZEROS go wherever there is a “-“, they don’t seem to realize that 

the values are ZERO. 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1508348/000150441213000487/nhsi-20130930.xml
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#25: NPC Restaurant Holdings, LLC# 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1548621/000154862113000005/npci-20121225.xml 

 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1548621/000154862113000005/npci-20121225.xml
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#26: Oz Saferooms Technologies, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1500861/000126246313000255/ozst-20131231.xml 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1500861/000126246313000255/ozst-20131231.xml
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#27: Panex Resources Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1345756/000135448813005958/dbgf-20130831.xml  

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1345756/000135448813005958/dbgf-20130831.xml
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#28: PARKS AMERICA, INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1297937/000107878213002474/prka-20130930.xml 

 

 

Document period end date does not match balance sheet date. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1297937/000107878213002474/prka-20130930.xml
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#29: PEREGRINE INDUSTRIES INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1061164/000129534513000175/pgid-20130630.xml 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1061164/000129534513000175/pgid-20130630.xml
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#30: PETROSONIC ENERGY, INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1451654/000114420413052758/pson-20121231.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1451654/000114420413052758/pson-20121231.xml
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#31: PRUCO LIFE OF NEW JERSEY VARIABLE CONTRACT REAL PROPERTY ACC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/829114/000119312513115138/cik829114-20121231.xml 

 

Did not report facts.  Also, used “us-gaap:AssetsNet” to express both Assets and Net Assets. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/829114/000119312513115138/cik829114-20121231.xml
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#32: PRUCO LIFE VARIABLE CONTRACT REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/801348/000119312513115249/cik801348-20121231.xml 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/801348/000119312513115249/cik801348-20121231.xml
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#33: PRUDENTIAL VARIABLE CONTRACT REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/846581/000119312513114570/cik846581-20121231.xml 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/846581/000119312513114570/cik846581-20121231.xml
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#34: REALMARK PROPERTY INVESTORS LTD PARTNERSHIP V 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/790067/000109991013000075/rmpv-20121231.xml 

 

 
 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/790067/000109991013000075/rmpv-20121231.xml
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#35: Resolute Forest Products Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1393066/000119312513087936/rfp-20121231.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1393066/000119312513087936/rfp-20121231.xml
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#36: RJS Development, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1373149/000119380513000977/fil-20121231.xml 

 

 

Interestingly, all these facts WOULD have been discovered had the proper date been used in the 

dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1373149/000119380513000977/fil-20121231.xml
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#37: RLJ ENTERTAINMENT, INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1546381/000114036113016835/rlje-20121231.xml 

 

Note that the successor and predecessor members are on the LEGAL ENTITY AXIS, in all prior filings they 

had been in the SCENARIO AXIS. 

 

Note that this filing has an OPEN hypercube which causes rendering issues in some rendering engines. 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1546381/000114036113016835/rlje-20121231.xml
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#38: Securitas EDGAR Filings, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1456857/000135028413000004/srfc-20121231.xml 

 

 

Filer added the Axis “Scenario [Axis]” to the balance sheet and the extension concept 

“fil:AuditedMember”.  If the filer had added this extension concept as the FIRST (root) member, the 

ONLY member (note that the current root “us-gaap:ScenarioUnspecifiedDomain” is not used at all in this 

representation of the balance sheet); then the root entity would have been successfully discovered. But 

because it is a child of the dimension-default it made this information harder to read and interpret.  This 

is a very good example of why useless root elements should not be provide. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1456857/000135028413000004/srfc-20121231.xml
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#39: SOLARFLEX CORP  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1494162/000129534513000024/sfex-20121231.xml 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1494162/000129534513000024/sfex-20121231.xml
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#40: SOUTHERN STAR CENTRAL CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1260349/000126034913000008/ssc-20121231.xml 

 

 

Has a number of incorrect Axis, but the reason root entity was not discovered is the successor member.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1260349/000126034913000008/ssc-20121231.xml
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#41: SOUTHERN UNION CO  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/203248/000020324813000014/sug-20121231.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/203248/000020324813000014/sug-20121231.xml
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#42: SPECTRUM PHARMACEUTICALS INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/831547/000119312513464136/sppi-20121231.xml 

 

 

Use of the “Restatement Adjustment [Member]” on the balance sheet causes the root entity 

information to not be decipherable.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/831547/000119312513464136/sppi-20121231.xml
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#43: SRA INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/906192/000114420413044181/srx-20130630.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/906192/000114420413044181/srx-20130630.xml
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#44: SYCAMORE NETWORKS INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1092367/000119312513403928/scmr-20130731.xml 

 

 

Balance sheet dates don’t match.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1092367/000119312513403928/scmr-20130731.xml
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#45: Teleconnect Inc.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1101688/000072174813000966/tlco-20130930.xml 

 

 
For some reason the filer created a Member of the Legal Entity [Axis] “Teleconnect”.  If they would have 
used this as the root element (dimension-default), root entity would have been discovered.  It seems 
incorrect to create this member.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1101688/000072174813000966/tlco-20130930.xml
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#46: THUNDER MOUNTAIN GOLD INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/711034/000105291813000107/thmg-20131231.xml 

 

 

Balance sheet dates inconsistent. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/711034/000105291813000107/thmg-20131231.xml
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#47: UAN Power Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1469115/000117152013000639/upow-20130630.xml 

 

 

Current balance sheet date inconsistent with dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1469115/000117152013000639/upow-20130630.xml
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#48: Universal Business Payment Solutions Acquisition Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1507986/000114420413034771/ubps-20121231.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1507986/000114420413034771/ubps-20121231.xml
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#49: VERSATECH USA 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/933954/000101905613000662/vrst-20121231.xml 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/933954/000101905613000662/vrst-20121231.xml
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#50: WGL HOLDINGS INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1103601/000119312513447277/wgl-20130930.xml 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1103601/000119312513447277/wgl-20130930.xml
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#51: WILLIAM LYON HOMES 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1095996/000119312513110473/wls-20121231.xml 

 

 

This is a very poor representation.  But the reason the root entity is not discoverable is because of the 

successor member. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1095996/000119312513110473/wls-20121231.xml
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#52: WMI HOLDINGS CORP. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/933136/000119312513110149/wmih-20121231.xml 

 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/933136/000119312513110149/wmih-20121231.xml
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Appendix: 

CIK EntityRegistrantName LinkToXBRLInstance 

0001444144 ACCELERA INNOVATIONS, 
INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1444144/000107997413000184/accel-
20121231.xml 

0001534629 Accelerated Acquisition 
XVII, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1534629/000107997413000817/aaxvii-
20130930.xml 

0001542625 AERVISION HOLDINGS, 
INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1542625/000107997413000361/aaxxii-
20130331.xml 

0000003952 ALLIED DEFENSE GROUP 
INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/3952/000119312513133946/adgi-
20121231.xml 

0001566039 APEX 7, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1566039/000126246313000118/apex-
20121231.xml 

0000935493 AZZURRA HOLDING CORP http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/935493/000141588913000512/azzurra-
20121231.xml 

0000015511 BNSF RAILWAY CO http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/15511/000001551113000005/bni-
20121231.xml 

0000934612 BURLINGTON NORTHERN 
SANTA FE, LLC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/934612/000093461213000003/bni-
20121231.xml 

0001557939 Centaur Guernsey L.P. Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1557939/000155793913000004/kci-
20121231.xml 

0001499785 China Herb Group 
Holdings Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499785/000154972713000073/chgh-
20121231.xml 

0001143921 Crescent Financial 
Bancshares, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1143921/000114392113000013/crfn-
20121231.xml 

0000884363 Fona, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/884363/000155335013000061/fnam-
20121231.xml 

0001508363 Health in Harmony, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1508363/000114420413015010/hthh-
20121031.xml 

0001527102 Home Treasure Finders, 
Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1527102/000107997413000157/hmtf-
20121231.xml 

0001534628 INFINITY REAL ESTATE 
HOLDINGS Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1534628/000107997413000816/aaxvi-
20130930.xml 

0000353944 INTERNATIONAL GAME 
TECHNOLOGY 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/353944/000114036113044231/igt-
20130928.xml 

0001140184 iPayment, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1140184/000136465213000008/ipmt-
20121231.xml 

0000704051 LEGG MASON, INC. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/704051/000070405113000094/lm-
20130331.xml 

0001372336 LIBERTY ENERGY CORP. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1372336/000146970913000674/lbye-
20130731.xml 

0001383875 LRI HOLDINGS, INC. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1383875/000138387513000023/lgns-
20130728.xml 

0001510949 Malaysia Pro-Guardians 
Security Management 
Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1510949/000154972713000079/mpgs-
20121231.xml 

0001052354 MAN AHL DIVERSIFIED I LP http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1052354/000119312513136605/madl-
20121231.xml 

0000066904 MISSISSIPPI POWER CO http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/66904/000006690413000007/so-
20121231.xml 

0001508348 Nevada Health Scan, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1508348/000150441213000487/nhsi-
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0001548621 NPC Restaurant Holdings, 
LLC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1548621/000154862113000005/npci-
20121225.xml 

0001500861 Oz Saferooms 
Technologies, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1500861/000126246313000255/ozst-
20131231.xml 

0001345756 Panex Resources Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1345756/000135448813005958/dbgf-
20130831.xml 

0001297937 PARKS AMERICA, INC http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1297937/000107878213002474/prka-
20130930.xml 

0001061164 PEREGRINE INDUSTRIES 
INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1061164/000129534513000175/pgid-
20130630.xml 

0001451654 PETROSONIC ENERGY, INC. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1451654/000114420413052758/pson-
20121231.xml 

0000829114 PRUCO LIFE OF NEW 
JERSEY VARIABLE 
CONTRACT REAL 
PROPERTY ACC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/829114/000119312513115138/cik829114-
20121231.xml 

0000801348 PRUCO LIFE VARIABLE 
CONTRACT REAL 
PROPERTY ACCOUNT 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/801348/000119312513115249/cik801348-
20121231.xml 

0000846581 PRUDENTIAL VARIABLE 
CONTRACT REAL 
PROPERTY ACCOUNT 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/846581/000119312513114570/cik846581-
20121231.xml 

0000790067 REALMARK PROPERTY 
INVESTORS LTD 
PARTNERSHIP V 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/790067/000109991013000075/rmpv-
20121231.xml 

0001393066 Resolute Forest Products 
Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1393066/000119312513087936/rfp-
20121231.xml 

0001373149 RJS Development, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1373149/000119380513000977/fil-
20121231.xml 

0001546381 RLJ ENTERTAINMENT, INC. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1546381/000114036113016835/rlje-
20121231.xml 

0001456857 Securitas EDGAR Filings, 
Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1456857/000135028413000004/srfc-
20121231.xml 

0001494162 SOLARFLEX CORP http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1494162/000129534513000024/sfex-
20121231.xml 

0001260349 SOUTHERN STAR CENTRAL 
CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1260349/000126034913000008/ssc-
20121231.xml 

0000203248 SOUTHERN UNION CO http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/203248/000020324813000014/sug-
20121231.xml 

0000831547 SPECTRUM 
PHARMACEUTICALS INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/831547/000119312513464136/sppi-
20121231.xml 

0000906192 SRA INTERNATIONAL, INC. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/906192/000114420413044181/srx-
20130630.xml 

0001092367 SYCAMORE NETWORKS 
INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1092367/000119312513403928/scmr-
20130731.xml 

0001101688 Teleconnect Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1101688/000072174813000966/tlco-
20130930.xml 

0000711034 THUNDER MOUNTAIN 
GOLD INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/711034/000105291813000107/thmg-
20131231.xml 

0001469115 UAN Power Corp http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1469115/000117152013000639/upow-
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0001507986 Universal Business 
Payment Solutions 
Acquisition Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1507986/000114420413034771/ubps-
20121231.xml 

0000933954 VERSATECH USA http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/933954/000101905613000662/vrst-
20121231.xml 

0001103601 WGL HOLDINGS INC http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1103601/000119312513447277/wgl-
20130930.xml 

0001095996 WILLIAM LYON HOMES http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1095996/000119312513110473/wls-
20121231.xml 

0000933136 WMI HOLDINGS CORP. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/933136/000119312513110149/wmih-
20121231.xml 

 


